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1. INTRODUCTION   

By means of external data, human activity rec-

ognition (HAR) is capable of identifying and ana-

lyzing action types and behavior patterns. It is the

main method for the computer to detect and under-

stand people actions and behaviors [1]. The streng-

thening of sensor hardware makes automatic su-

pervision and monitoring of daily behaviors possi-

ble [2]. Because of IoT sensors and devices can

be applied to various scenarios, it is possible to col-

lect data from devices and analyze reliability and

availability of these data. So as to provide reliable

context information for user-centered services [3].

With the rise of the artificial intelligence theory,

as the field of application continues to expand, new

challenges have emerged in terms of classification

issues [4].

First, most practical problems can be deemed as

multi-class problems, while the traditional method

is usually designed for binary classification prob-

lems, and thus it is necessary to extend binary

classification to multiple classifications [5-6]. By

describing existing classes, it is possible to find a

set of novel samples dense enough to be used as

training samples for new classes [7]. Another idea

is to consider all categories simultaneously in an

optimization problem, which is called "all-together"

method [8-9]. However, this kind of method has

a long computing time and its performance is not

ideal when dealing with large-scale data.

In order to classify the devices according to the
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real-time data of devices, this paper trains and cal-

culates the historical data of the devices under dif-

ferent contexts. According to people's current con-

text, the system can provide customized services

for people. For example, if the system judges that

the people's current context is getting up, it auto-

matically provides a series of wake-up services for

people, such as turning on lights and alerting clock.

If the system judges that the people's current con-

text is breakfast preparation, it automatically sends

healthy food information and other considerations

to people. If the system judges that the people's

current context is going back to sleep, it automati-

cally prepares relevant sleeping materials for

people. With device classification information, the

system captures people's behavior and provides

people with more convenient service.

This paper consists of the following sections.

Section I, Introduction, introduces the research

background and its significance. Section II, Related

Works, describes related multi-classification me-

thods. Section III, Solution of Multi-classification,

introduces the algorithms and formulas of proposed

multi-classification model. Section IV, Experim-

ental Results and Analysis, is record of ex-

perimental result and accuracy comparison of dif-

ferent model parameter. Section V, Conclusions,

presents the optimal parameter of proposed mul-

ti-classification model and its advantage and

disadvantage.

2. RELATED WORKS

For the multi-classification problem of devices,

Zhang et. al. [10] uses a method called Machine

Learning Naive Bayes (MLNB). This method

adapts the traditional Naive Bayes classifier to

handle multi-label classification problems. Although

MLNB-basic enables Naive Bayes to learn mul-

ti-label instances, there are two factors negatively

impact its performance. First, MLNB-basic as-

sumes categories to be independent of each other

with classic Naive Bayes. However, this assump-

tion is usually not used and may reduce learning

performance. Second, MLNB-basic solves the mul-

ti-classification problem by breaking down the

multi-label learning problem into a number of in-

dependent binary learning problems (one for each

tag). In this way, the correlation between the dif-

ferent tags of each instance is carelessly ignored

and the performance of the algorithm may be

penalized. In addition, related research is based on

the purpose of multi-classification by the K-Near-

est Neighbor (KNN) algorithm. KNN is a su-

pervised learning algorithm, in which the results

of new queries are classified based on most K-

Nearest Neighbor categories [11]. The KNN clas-

sification algorithm is used to support online train-

ing and classification, which reduces the classi-

fication execution time, but the classification accu-

racy is not satisfactory [12].

In addition, incremental learning algorithm ID4

realizes incremental learning of decision tree, how-

ever it simply abandons the subtree whose seg-

mentation attribute changes and wastes historical

calculation. Besides, small number of positive

samples and a large number of unlabeled samples

are used for multi-classification learning, and sev-

eral real-world applications require real-time pre-

diction on resource-scarce devices, such as IoT

sensors [13-15]. All kinds of multi-classification

learning methods have semi-supervised learning

ability [16-17]. The constraints contained in la-

beled data are introduced to implement semi-su-

pervised clustering [18].

In order to conveniently manage the devices of

IoT, the advantage of semantic method in context

organization is pointed out, but accuracy is not ide-

al [19]. Context recognition and cross-validation

are implemented by introducing a set of multi-

classification methods with extracted features.

Besides, with the help of data from multiple sen-

sors, performance is improved. However, due to the

large number of outliers generated in the analysis
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device data, the classification effect is decreased

[20]. In order to essentially solve the problems

mentioned above, a deep learning multi-classi-

fication model which is based on context-aware

has constructed. Specifically, the deep learning al-

gorithm of this paper is used to improve the classi-

fication accuracy of IoT devices.

3. SOLUTION OF DEVICE MULTI-CLASSIFIC-

ATION

In order to accurately and comprehensively per-

ceive people's context, the dataset introduced in

this paper collects sensor data of various smart

devices. For example, smart devices installed on

the body and environment object smart devices in

people life context. In addition, the categories of

devices are based on combination of body actions

and environment objects operated by people, such

as opening the door, closing the door, opening the

fridge, closing the fridge, and so on. With the help

of this dataset, the deep learning algorithm is used

to train and learn multi-classification model. Finally

the context-aware multi-classification model of

IoT device is obtained. This section introduces the

implementation of the solution and process.

3.1 Data Acquisition of Device Multi-classification

In order to achieve the purpose of classifying

devices in different contexts, this paper adopts the

dataset which utilizes multiple sensors (such as

accelerations, gyroscopes, and switches) deployed

in environment and body. In Table 1, this dataset

contains a total of 13 actions, 23 environment ob-

jects and 17 activity categories.

3.2 The Overview of Device Multi-classification

In Fig. 1, the multi-classification model consists

of input layer, data pre-treatment layer, hidden

layer and output layer.

In data pre-treatment layer, since the influences

of all attributes are independent, therefore, the

softmax function is used to conduct data pre-treat-

ment process. The main operation of the softmax

function is to add all the data and calculate the per-

centage of a value to the total. At the same time,

due to the sensor hardware problems and acquis-

ition environment problems, the data is inevitably

empty or offset. Therefore, the data need to be log-

ically repaired.

In hidden layer, since the limitation of linear log-

ic relation, nonlinear conversion method is used to

transform data non-linearly. Nonlinear conversion

is performed on input data. Combining different

nodes in hidden layer with weight parameter of

different input data attributes, the node's output

value is calculated.

In output layer, in order to attain the output val-

ues of hidden layers, the calculations has been per-

formed layer by layer. In this paper, this model can

Table 1. Different Characteristics of the Dataset

Action Object Classification

Unlock Bottle Drink from cup

Stir Salami Open fridge

Lock Bread Close fridge

Close Sugar Clean table

Reach Dishwasher Open door 1

Open Switch Open door 2

Sip Milk Close door 2

Clean Drawer 3 Close door 1

Bite Spoon Open dishwasher

Cut Knife cheese Toggle switch

Spread Drawer2 Close dishwasher

Release Table Open drawer 3

Move Glass Close drawer 3

Cheese Open drawer 1

Chair Close drawer 1

Door 1 Open drawer 2

Door 2 Close drawer 2

Plate

Drawer 1

Fridge

Cup

Knife salami

Lazy chair
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classify 17 types, so there are 17 nodes in the out-

put layer. Since the values of these nodes do not

meet the probability distribution, the softmax

function carries out probability conversation on the

values of output layer, and calculates the proba-

bility value of result. These probability values add

up to 1, meaning that any set of input data must

be part of the 17 categories.

3.3 The Algorithms of Device Multi-classification

The calculation process of the multi-classi-

fication model includes feedforward calculation and

reverse optimization calculation. Algorithm 1 pre-

processes and non-linear processes the data col-

lected by the devices, then calculates the value of

output layer, and finally converts it into the proba-

bility relationship with the corresponding classi-

fication result. The probability result and the label

value of the input data are compared by algorithm

2 to calculate the loss value. Finally, the gradient

weighting function is used to optimize the weight

parameter of the algorithm, so as to obtain the final

multi-classification model. The details of the im-

plementation are shown in the follow figures.

In Fig. 2,  is the node number of hidden layer;

 is the attribute number of input layer;    is

the weight parameter of node of hidden layer; 

is the summary value of node of input layer;  is

the sigmoid function parameter;   is the output

value array of node of hidden layer;    is the

weight parameter of node of output layer;  is the

summary value of node of hidden layer;   is the

output value array of output layer;   represents

the probability values of device type in turn. The

sum of the values of the array  is 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of Device Classification for Different Contexts.
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Fig. 2. Forward Compete of Device Classification.

In Fig. 3,  is the node number of hidden layer;

 is the attribute number of input layer;    is

the weight parameter of node of hidden layer; 

is the sigmoid function parameter;   is the output

value array of node of hidden layer;    is the

weight parameter of node of output layer;   is

the loss value between probability array   and

label data array  ;  is the sigmoid function pa-

rameter to correct the effect of ;   is the loss

value array of hidden layer;  is the correc-

tion steps size of output layer;  is the cor-

rection steps size of hidden layer;  is the cor-

rection speed.
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Fig. 3. Back Propagation Compete of Device Classification.

3.4 The Formulas of Device Multi-classification

This section details some of the important for-

mulas involved in the multi-classification model.

Due to the difference of the devices and the influ-

ence of the data collection environment, there is a

inevitable error in the dataset, so the data needs

to be pre-processed. As in formula (1):

 max

 



  



 

(1)

The input layer has  attributes, and  repre-

sents any of them. Data collected by devices are

assumed to be

 
   

   
  ⋯   

 . These da-

ta are filtered, reorganized and converted as dataset

of this multi-classification model. The input value

of one neural nodes can be calculated by using for-

mula (2):

  
  




   

    (2)

In formula (2),  is the number of nodes of hid-
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den layer, and  is the input value of j-th node

of one layer,  
 is the weight parameter of the

j-th node of the current layer to the i-th node of

the previous layer,      
 is the output value of

the i-th node of the previous layer or the attribute

value of the i-th node of the input layer,  is the

constant parameter used to make up the deviation.

In order to avoid the input value entering to follow

sigmoid activation function's saturation interval,

the optimization parameter        is set,

and then the input value of the corresponding node

is calculated by the formula (3):

  
     (3)

In formula (4), sigmoid activation function is

used to change the input value to nonlinear data.

In formula (4),  is the output value of j-th

node of one layer.

   


  


 (4)

Since the output value of last layer of the mul-

ti-classification model doesn't meet the probability

distribution, the softmax function needs to be used

for normalization. In formula (5),  is the node

number of output layer, and  is the probability

value of the t-th node in the output layer.

  


  



 

 
   (5)

After that, the cross-entropy  is used to calcu-

late the loss value, which can represent the accu-

racy between the truth value and the output value.

 is the label value of training sample value of input

layer. Because each training time in this paper in-

puts  samples. So the loss function  of the algo-

rithm for batch processing  samples is:

   






       

  (6)

Next, loss value should be back-propagated to

each node of the multi-classification model to ad-

just the previous node weight parameter, so as to

obtain higher accuracy results in the next calcu-

lation. Finally, from formula (2) to formula (6) need

to be cycled many times according to different in-

put data. In order to control the speed of optimizing

weight parameter, the learning  is set, through

which the optimal rhythm of weight can be reason-

ably controlled.

′    ∇  
   




    

 
(7)

 
   

  ∇ 
   ′ 

(8)

Finally, by the formula (7) (8), optimal weight

parameter is backwardly calculated layer by layer,

and the optimal weight parameter is obtained. With

more and more input sample data, the classification

result is more and more accurate. Finally, a rea-

sonable classification model is obtained.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

ANALYSIS

This section introduces the result of multi-clas-

sification model. With the help of the dataset

"Wearable Computing Laboratory, ETH Zürich,

Switzerland dataset" [21], during in the training

process of the deep learning algorithm, the same

algorithm parameters are set. The accuracy of dif-

ferent classifications is shown in Table 2.

In addition, setting different parameters for the

deep learning algorithm gets different classification

accuracy. Experiment result shows that the num-

ber of hidden layers has a certain impact on the

accuracy of the classification result.

In Fig. 4, for "Open dishwasher", when the num-

ber of hidden layer is 2, the accuracy is higher. For

"Open drawer 2", when the number of hidden layer

is 3, the accuracy is higher.

Similarly, the number of hidden layer nodes in

each layer of the multi-classification model

also has an impact on the accuracy of the classi-

fication result.
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Table 2. Accuracy of Classification under the Same Parameters

Classification
Sample Size
(Units: Number)

Feature
Dimension

Learning Rate Precision Rate (%)

Drink from cup 13800 242 0.01 98%

Open fridge 13800 242 0.01 91%

Close fridge 13800 242 0.01 88%

Clean table 13800 242 0.01 97%

Open door 1 13800 242 0.01 94%

Open door 2 13800 242 0.01 97%

Close door 2 13800 242 0.01 98%

Close door 1 13800 242 0.01 97%

Open dishwasher 13800 242 0.01 98%

Toggle switch 13800 242 0.01 98%

Close dishwasher 13800 242 0.01 96%

Open drawer 3 13800 242 0.01 96%

Close drawer 3 13800 242 0.01 82%

Open drawer 1 13800 242 0.01 89%

Close drawer 1 13800 242 0.01 94%

Open drawer 2 13800 242 0.01 85%

Close drawer 2 13800 242 0.01 96%
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Fig. 4. Accuracy of Different Layers. 

In Fig. 5, for "Open door 1", when the number

of nodes in the hidden layer is 512*512 (the number

of nodes in the first hidden layer is 512, and the

number of nodes in the second hidden layer is 512),

the accuracy is higher. For "Open drawer 2", the

accuracy is higher when the number of hidden lay-

er nodes is 1024*1024.

Fig. 5. Accuracy of Different Nodes.
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Besides, in the deep learning algorithm, different

learning rates get different classification accuracy

values. In Fig. 6, this paper classifies 17 types of

devices and sets the learning rate in the (  , 10)

interval to find the optimal learning rate. Experim-

ental result shows that the accuracy of the classi-

fier is higher when the learning rate is 0.01. How-

ever, the learning rate cannot be set too large or

too small. When the learning rate is

too large, the accuracy is low. This is because

when the learning rate is set to a small value, the

convergence speed of the loss function becomes

small, and it is very easy to converge at a local

minimum value. When the learning rate is set too

large, the loss function easily misses the optimal

value and fluctuates around the optimal value. So

setting a appropriate learning rate value is very

important to get the optimal accuracy value.

Fig. 6. Accuracy Rate for Different Learning Rates.

In Table 3, the dataset of this paper is imported

into Bayesian algorithm and KNN algorithm, and

the accuracy of 17 classification results is counted.

It can be seen from the results,

compared with NB and KNN algorithms, the ac-

curacy of context- aware deep learning algorithm

proposed in this paper is much more higher.
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Table 3. Accuracy of Classification for Different Methods base on the Same Dataset

Multi-classification
Methods

Sample Size
(Units: Number)

Feature
Dimension

Average Accuracy(%)

Naive Beyesian
(NB)

234600 242

Open door 1 53.33%
Open door 2 71.04%
Close door 1 57.2%
Close door 2 42.99%
Open fridge 57.52%
Close fridge 49.68%

Open dishwasher 51.79%
Close dishwasher 56.42%
Open drawer 1 42.06%
Close drawer 1 40.87%
Open drawer 2 53.23%
Close drawer 2 27.77%
Open drawer 3 41.3%
Close drawer 3 32.49%
Clean table 81.40%

Drink from cup 79.95%
Toggle switch 37.63%

K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN)

234600 242

Open door 1 81.59%
Open door 2 91.29%
Close door 1 14.28%
Close door 2 7.34%
Open fridge 7.35%
Close fridge 12.65%

Open dishwasher 5.44%
Close dishwasher 8.45%
Open drawer 1 28.96%
Close drawer 1 27.88%
Open drawer 2 29.50%
Close drawer 2 40.95%
Open drawer 3 9.90%
Close drawer 3 6.73%
Clean table 38.09%

Drink from cup 76.33%
Toggle switch 8.92%

Context-aware
Multi-classification
(Proposed by
this paper)

234600 242

Open door 1 97%
Open door 2 97%
Close door 1 96%
Close door 2 97%
Open fridge 93%
Close fridge 89%

Open dishwasher 97%
Close dishwasher 98%
Open drawer 1 77%
Close drawer 1 99%
Open drawer 2 92%
Close drawer 2 89%
Open drawer 3 87%
Close drawer 3 97%
Clean table 99%

Drink from cup 98%
Toggle switch 98%
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The context-aware deep learning algorithm

proposed in this paper can well classify devices.

When the number of hidden layer is 2, the number

of hidden layer nodes is 512, the learning rate is

set to 0.01, and the dataset is trained 6 times, the

average accuracy rate of 17 types can reach 95%.

At the same time, the classifier can automatically

extract data features from the context information,

realize classification of devices, and save a lot of

data collection workload.

To sum up, the multi-classification model in this

paper has the following advantages. First: mul-

ti-classification of devices corresponding to varied

context, such as location, activity, and other con-

text of people. Second: the types of classification

can be expanded easily. Third: reinforcement learn-

ing and optimization can escalate the accuracy.

The difficulties encountered at present are fol-

lows. First: high quality of training data leads to

relatively high cost of data collection. Second: the

optimal parameters of the context-aware deep

learning algorithm need to be obtained through a

large number of experiments.

In future research, it is necessary to reduce de-

pendence on data volume and shorten training

model time.
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